New Kids On The Block: The Story Of Five Brothers And A Million Sisters
Synopsis

Jordan, Jon, Joe, Donnie, and Danny. They set the bar for every boy band that followed and changed the course of pop music forever. In the 1980s, for millions of young girls around the world, they were gods. But behind the scenes, they were just kids. In this authorized biography of the band, the New Kids tell it all to rock journalist Nikki Van Noy. From makeshift stages in Boston clubs to soldout shows at Madison Square Garden, through winning American Music Awards and selling 80 million records, the New Kids on the Block (NKOTB) were a rite of passage and a touchstone of youthful memories. Scoring platinum albums, and with a series of sold-out international tours, NKOTB blazed through North and South America, Europe, Australia, and Asia, leaving throngs of screaming teen and tween girls in their wake. But after a few heady years, the guys (and their fans) grew up, and moved on. The New Kids disbanded in 1994 and, for nearly fifteen years, there was every reason to believe that the NKOTB phenomenon was over once and for all. But then an unexpected thing happened. The band (and their fans) got a second chance to relive their youth when NKOTB reunited in 2008. And they realized that this band has something special—an unbreakable bond with their fans and with each other that has only strengthened with the passage of time. Today, fans both old and new celebrate the band's triumphant comeback with sold-out concerts, cruises, and top-selling albums. And this time, Jordan, Jon, Joe, Donnie, and Danny are enjoying it all right alongside them. An intimate, all-access backstage pass to everything New Kids on the Block, from their meteoric rise to fame Nikki Van Noy talks directly to those loyal fans, as well as to all five band members and their families, weaving their stories together in this no-holds-barred chronicle. With frankness and honesty, each New Kid recalls nearly thirty years of experience with the group, both on and off the stage. Like a time machine, this book will take you right back--giving you an inside look at the New Kids like you’ve never seen them before. An intimate, all-access backstage pass to everything New Kids on the Block, from their meteoric rise to fame in the 1980s to the band’s breakup in the 1990s-- and their triumphant comeback today "We’re siting there, and all of a sudden Jordan said, ‘You know we’re gonna be famous, right? We’re gonna be famous.’ And he was right.” --Joe"All that stuff we never experienced in college, we experienced on the road, just the five of us." --Jon"There’s just no words to describe it. I guess the only thing similar is a Super Bowl quarterback winning it for his hometown." --Danny"It's amazing. It's almost like going through life and then getting another chance at life, knowing what you know now." --Jordan"My dad said, 'I'll tell you what--if you ever make it big and you come home and you've changed, I'm gonna kick your ass.' That always rang in my head." --Donnie

Book Information
Customer Reviews

While I did enjoy the book I have to say that I finished the last chapter feeling like I wanted to know more. The book does give personal accounts of the group’s rise and fall from the band members point of view and their family members but that’s where the story ends. The rest of the book is filled with personal fan stories that are nice but somewhat unnecessary. I found myself skipping over portions of the fan stories in favor of reading about the band rather than the impact they had on certain individuals. The book cover states that the book is an authorized biography. How can you write a biography on a group but not interview more of the key players involved? There’s no attempt by the author speak with Maurice Starr, Mary Alford, Peter Work, or any of the (former) executives at CBS/Sony like Larkin Arnold. How come Robo, Biscuit, Don Inner, Johnny Wright or John Dukakis weren’t interviewed? Not having the perspectives of non-band members within the book made the story feel incomplete to me. Yes, NKOTB were the "fighters" in the war as Donnie used to say back in the day but you can’t have fighters without a general, major, captain or lieutenant helping to run the show. I felt like the book perpetrated the group’s media created sugary laced, squeaky clean image by touching on subjects like the "in-fighting" amongst the group members or the growing discontentment they had with producer Maurice Starr but the author never really got below the surface to reveal the real, honest-to-goodness story of what REALLY happened during that wild, crazy ride. Just some of the things I would would have liked the author to explore:- What it was really like for the group to be trapped by mega stardom- What it was really like on the inside & what went on during all the in-fighting within the group and also between the group and Maurice Starr- What family struggles did the band members have has a result of becoming wealthy &
(presumably) having to take care of their families- Whether or not Jon’s sexuality had any affect on the band, was he forced to hide it from the public- More exploration of what it was like to have fame & then lose it all during the hiatus; Jordan’s alcoholism & other unspoken low points for the band-

NKOTB’s impact on future generations of “boy bands” and how they helped shaped the sound and look for groups like Nsync, BSB, 1 Direction & JLS.- Race & NKOTB: Here was the first white group in history managed & produced by two African-American men. Here was a group of lower middle class white boys who were causing middle class American white girls to view Black males with less fear just because the group traveled and worked with them. Also, the affect that it had on the media & the guys experience within the industry.- Sex, drugs and Rock-n-Roll. We’ve all heard the party line of “just say no” but let’s get real. We’re talking about the late 80s & 90s. Did the group do drugs or were they tempted? We all KNOW there was sex going on. How could their NOT be with women throwing themselves on the group at every turn? Not saying that the book had to be tawdry or that everything had to be told but what was really going on when behind the scenes when I was busy collecting all those posters and snuggling up to my Jordan doll while falling asleep under my NKOTB comforter would’ve made for a more interesting read.I would have liked for the book to have explored the phenomenon of NKOTB more as well and focused a little less on the fans. As fans, we ALL have individual stories of what it was like to be a fan. Each one of us believes that the group helped us in special ways but is that a story that really needs to be told in print? Yes, as Blockheads, we are a powerful bunch but we already knew that! We knew it way back when we were 10 years old and we know it now in our mid-30s & early 40s. We never needed corporate America to tell us that because WE were the ones who told THEM it. I’m not sure all of that needed to be included in a book.Even still, I’m glad that Nikki Van Noy gave us a book in the first place. I never thought we’d get anything official beyond Our Story after all these years. The book was a good start in terms of telling the real story of NKOTB but in no way is it a complete narration. In fact, I’d say (IMO) it’s more of a tribute to the fans rather than a true biography of the group.

I was expecting this to be another recap book describing things I already knew about the group I have loved for more than 23 years. What I got was a compelling stories full of tid-bits that even I, a die-hard fan of NKOTB, didn’t know. I loved the sincerity and honesty in this book and in these 5 guys. It touched my heart and showed me, yet again, why I love these guys and am proud to call myself a fan. Nikki Van Noy did a great job of capturing heartfelt moments, fantastic quotes and amazing fan stories. I would highly recommend this book to any Blockhead.
I was excited when I heard about this book, however I was disappointed when I read it. For starters it’s poorly written, I felt like I was reading a easy read book for preteens, not one for adults. The story told about how the group came to be, is one the average NKOTB fan already knows, there was nothing new. The fans stories (mainly the same few over and over again) were boring, and some of their memories don’t really sync up to the timeline of what was going on with NKOTB. For this to be an authorized biography I was hoping for more “meat” not fluff. We are adults now, we can handle the true stories and dirt that happened. We know there was sex and drugs... But we only know the speculation and rumors behind those, I was hoping this would get into some of that. I also thought it would have chapters on each of the guys about what they were up to between the group breaking up and getting back together. We know Jordan & Joe had popularity as solo artist and Donnie started acting, Jon did real estate, and Danny produced music & worked at a private plane co, but what else? It really lacks the substance that makes a biography a biography.

I love the New Kids, and this is no reflection on them, but this author sounds like a twelve year old writing a book report. I didn’t know whether to feel offended that it sounded “dumbed down” or happy that I could get through it in a day.

I loved this book. Yes, I am a hard core NKOTB fan. I love them, I have been to many concerts, I have met them, I have been on 4 cruises and I would go on more if money permuted me to. I just love these guys. At first I was like "Oh lord, what is this going to be about. How bad will they and us look?". It was perfectly done. Kudos to you Nikki. It almost feels like one of those Made for TV movies, or a VH-1 special. It starts out at the NKOTBSB tour at Fenway and takes you back in time all the way back to that Fenway stage. the journey is real, the quotes from the guys are great. I could hear them saying their own parts. (I would love it on audio . hahah) Many moments where I remember what happened were written, I even shaded a tear again when they talked about breaking up. I highly recommend this book. If you want a happy laugh, a good little sniffle, and most of all to reminisce. I came away loving NKOTB even more than i had before I opened the book. Imagine that. Enjoy!

I was a huge New Kids fan and couldn’t wait to read this book. I loved reading about how they got together in Boston, built the band, and rode the fast track to success before it quickly came crashing down. I didn’t know just how involved the guys were in writing and producing their own music in the early days and it was great to get an insight on all of that. However the book is thin on things that
fans would REALLY like to know, like what kind of things did these guys struggle with when they spent their teen years in a tour bus? How did they maintain (or lose) relationships with girlfriends? Deal with groupies? Drugs and alcohol? Family relationships? Self-identity and depression? These are the struggles that memoirs are supposed to delve into, and the NKOTB book barely mentions any of those things, glossing over the personal lives of the guys and focusing on the fans' experiences and reactions to the rise and fall of the group. I am glad I read it, and would recommend it as an interesting read to any other fans. However I do feel that it could have been better with more detail.
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